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Extract our program (Right click → Extract
all) then launch « nano_phyphox_v1.ino ».
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Connect the board
to one of your
computer’s USB
ports.

Go to Tools → Board
→ Boards Manager,
then use the search
bar to find and install
the last version of
Arduino Mbed OS
Nano Boards by
Arduino.
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Go to Tools → Manage Libraries, then use the search bar to find and install
the last versions of these 5 libraries:
-

phyphox BLE by RWTH Aachen University
Arduino_LSM9DS1 by Arduino
Arduino_LPS22HB by Arduino
Arduino_HTS221 by Arduino
Arduino_APDS9960 by Arduino

Go to Tools → Port and choose the port COMX to which an Arduino Nano
33 BLE is connected.
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Click on Upload ("→"
icon under File and
Edit).
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If needed, change the name displayed by
the board (mostly useful if there are
several boards in the same room).
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Wait for the end of
the loading, which will
be indicated by "Done
uploading" at the
bottom of the
window.

Select Save all.
In the list of phyphox experiments, ours are
now available under "Arduino Nano 33 BLE
Sense“.
Download the phyphox app by RWTH
Aachen on Google Play or App-Store.
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Launch the phyphox app, click on "+" then
"Add an experiment with a QR code".
Flash the following QR code.
(Alternatively, you can go to our site and
click on "Phyphox experiments" under
Tutorials and program.)
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To start using the experiments, power
your board, and activate Bluetooth and
GPS on your smartphone.
Launch phyphox and select an
experiment under Arduino Nano 33 BLE
Sense.
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Run the experiment.

Select the board to which the
smartphone should connect (Phyphox1
here).
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